At present, most effective algorithms to find a Hamilton circle in an undirected graph are generally based on the Rotation-Extension method developed by Posa. However, due to the deficiencies of Posa's method, such algorithms are mostly useful for very dense graphs. This article introduces a method called "Enlarged Rotation-Extension" that modifies and extends Posa's method, overcoming its deficiencies. Based on this technique, our algorithm is polynomial and we give a detailed proof for it.
Ⅰ. Introduction
A Hamilton path is a path between two vertices of a graph that visits each vertex exactly once. A Hamilton path that is also a cycle is called a Hamilton cycle.
Finding Hamilton cycles (paths) in simple undirected graphs is a classical NP Complete problem, known to be difficult both theoretically and computationally, so we cannot expect to find polynomial time algorithms that always succeed, unless P NP  . [1] [2] Over the past decades, the Hamilton cycle(path) problem has been extensively studied. One direction of these studies is to find a sufficient condition for a graph to be Hamiltonian (when there is at least one Hamilton Cycle in a graph, we say that this graph is Hamiltonian). Most of these conditions for a general graph depend on the number of edges of the graph. Using these techniques, a graph is usually provably Hamiltonian only if there are sufficiently many edges in the graph [3] [4] [5] . In other words, these techniques are not useful for sparse graphs. Another direction is to design a random algorithm which can succeed in finding Hamilton cycles or paths with high probability, or works well only for some classes of graphs. The problem for these random algorithms still is: all these methods work only for much denser graphs or some sparse but regular graphs [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , not directly useful for general graphs, especially sparse graphs.
For finding Hamilton cycles (paths), the most well-known method is the rotation-extension technique, which is developed by Posa [8] . In fact, most of the current existing random algorithms are based on the rotation-extension technique. Due to the inherent limitation of this method, all these random algorithms can only work well for very dense graphs. So if we can overcome the rotation-extension technique's immanent deficiency, it is possible for us to get an efficient random algorithm or even a polynomial time algorithm for general graphs.
We developed a method which we call an "enlarged rotation-extension" technique. This technique can overcome Posa's deficiency. Our method contains all advantages of the rotation-extension technique but utterly enlarges its functions. Based on this method, we get a polynomial time algorithm for the Hamilton cycle problem and we give a detailed proof for the graphs with vertex degree 3. has length 1  k . This is called a cycle extension. We call the two vertices x 0, x k key vertices of the extension. If 0  i , then we construct the path
Ⅱ. The Rotation-Extension technique and its main deficiency
of length k with a different end point 1  i x and look for further extensions. This is called a rotation, or a simple transform. We call the vertex x k the key vertex of the rotation. This is Posa's Rotation-Extension technique.
The main deficiency of this method is: the rotation or extension is performed at a fixed place, in order to always fulfill the condition for the rotation or extension, the graph must have dense edges. So this technique is not applicable for sparse graphs.
Ⅲ. Algorithm
Definitions: For an undirected graph G with n vertices, a broad cycle is defined as a cyclic sequence ) of non-adjacent vertices a break consecutive pair or a break. So the number of break consecutive pairs is between 0 and n for a broad cycle. Obviously, a break consecutive pair is constituted by two vertices (say vertex a and b, we call such a vertex a break side vertex). We use b a * to denote this break consecutive pair. If two consecutive vertices a and b are adjacent, we call them "connecting consecutive pair", we use ab to denote this connecting consecutive pair. We use b a... to denote that there are some other vertices between a and b. For an undirected graph with n vertices, the number of all possible different break consecutive pairs and connecting consecutive pairs is 2 ) 1 (  n n . A break consecutive pair or a connecting consecutive pair is also called a consecutive pair.
A segment: in a broad cycle, we call one or more consecutive vertices a segment (may contain one or more breaks). So, in a broad cycle, any vertices sequence between two non-consecutive vertices is a segment, and there are ) 1 (  n n different segments in a broad cycle for an n vertices graph. For convenience, we only consider the un-directed graphs whose each vertex has degree 3, because this problem is also an NP complete problem [21] .
Suppose that vertex a is adjacent to vertices b, c, d, for vertex a we have three connecting consecutive pairs: da ca ba , , . For another vertex e, it is adjacent to f, g, h, we also have such three connecting consecutive pairs. For the consecutive pair (a, e), we can construct 9 different segments: ,... * , * , * eh ba eg ba ef ba
For each segment, we can construct a broad cycle which contains this segment. We call this segment the broad cycle's "main segment". We also say that the broad cycle is this main segment's broad cycle. We call the consecutive pair (a, e) the segment's "core consecutive pair". It is also this segment's broad cycle's core consecutive pair. Call vertex a or e a core vertex of this broad cycle or of the main segment. Each core consecutive pair has up to 9 main segments. The 9 segments and their 9 broad cycles have the same one core consecutive pair. Also we call each of these 9 broad cycles the consecutive pair (a, e)'s one broad cycle. Because for an n vertices graph, there are 2 ) 1 (  n n different vertex pairs, we can construct up to (in fact less than) 2 ) 1 ( 9   n n broad cycles (some of them might be duplicates). Please note that the core consecutive pair (a, e) has to be a break, i.e., vertex a is not adjacent to vertex e, and we call this break the main segment's break.
A main segment contains four vertices. A vertex pair has up to 9 different main segments and has up to 9 different broad cycles.
For each vertex, we call all such broad cycles whose core consecutive pairs contain this vertex "this vertex's broad cycles". In an n-vertex graph, every vertex has up to ) 1 ( * 9
 n broad cycles. We call all edges incident upon a vertex this vertex's edges. So for a graph with degree 3, a vertex has 3 edges, and in any one broad cycle, a vertex's edges cannot be more than 2. Also we call an edge's two end vertices this edge's vertices.
For a broad cycle, cut a segment at a place and insert the segment between two consecutive vertices in some other place of the broad cycle. We call this operation a "cut and insert". The main operation in our algorithm is the "cut and insert", now we explain it. First we define the "basic cut and insert": let
x x x x n (note: we use the ',' to separate two vertices, because they may be adjacent to each other or may not) denote a broad cycle, let
,..., , 1 be a segment of this broad cycle, and let j be an index such that j x and
are not in S. A broad cycle C is obtained by "cutting S and inserting it into j x and
,..., , ,
, ,..., , ,..., , ,..., , ,
(addition is meant modulo n). This is a basic cut and insert. We can see that in the process of this basic cut and insert, we get three (or two at special case) newly produced consecutive pairs. Each of these three consecutive pairs has two sides. We call S the key segment of this cut and insert. Before inserting S, if S's two end vertices are adjacent, we can do an extension on S and then insert it. So, a cut and insert has two cases: 1) only one basic cut and insert, 2) if S's two end vertices are adjacent, do an extension on S and then insert it. We take an example to explain. Let a broad cycle be: abcdefghijkl*mnopa (two 'a' mean a cycle, only one vertex a), we cut a segment ijkl, insert it between vertex d and e, we get this broad cycle: abcd*ijklefghmnopa, this is the case 1). The three new produced consecutive pairs are: d*i, le, hm. Then the case 2): suppose il is an edge, do an extension on the segment ijkl, and we get: ilkj, jilk, kjil, and then try to insert each of them in other places of the broad cycle separately. And so on. The key segment is important. We explain it. For the above broad cycle, kl*mn is the main segment. If mh is an edge, there are 2 key segments: ijkl, or hijkl. For the former one, we have to insert it into other place and if the two end vertices il are adjacent we can do an extension before to insert. For the later one, we only can do a rotation. For this rotation, we also can see the key segment still is ijkl, and we insert it between gh. So ih have to be an edge. Due to the degree 3, a broad cycle has 8 key segments. There are another kind of key segments: if mp is an edge, no matter vertex a is adjacent to l or not, the mnop is a key segment. We first do an extension on it and then insert it into some place. Please note: at least one end vertex of the inserted segment have to be adjacent to one vertex of the inserting place.
We call all the current broad cycles "old broad cycles". If after a cut and insert on broad cycle A, we get a broad cycle B which contains a main segment whose old broad cycle has more breaks than B or there is no broad cycle of this main segment before, we call B this main segment's "new broad cycle", and call this cut and insert a useful cut and insert. But how to get a new broad cycle's main segment? If there are new produced breaks, we only check the several segments of four vertices which B has but A does not have. Otherwise, we have to check other segments of four vertices which contains one break in A (also in B) by memory (this is not hard to do, though a main segment may be contained in many broad cycles). So the time is O(1) for each new broad cycle to decide its main segment (by memory).
Please note that: each cut and insert must from the break of the main segment, i.e., the new broad cycle does not contain the break of the old main segment; at least one vertex of this break must become non-break vertex in the new broad cycle; the main segment of a new broad cycle must be a new-produced segment if exists (i.e., the old broad cycle does not contain this segment and the break). If there are more than one new produced breaks, we only choose one new main segment whose break contains a vertex of the old main segment's break. If after a useful cut and insert we get a broad cycle which does not have new-produced breaks (new-produced main segment), we choose such the main segment which contains the latest produced break or choose any one if without such a break. For a segment like this …ab*x*cd…, we can remove vertex x into other place to get ab*cd as main segment. If after a cut and insert we get a broad cycle with two new produced breaks, we choose one as main segment and it cannot repeat. We call the other one "additional main segment". If this broad cycle has k+1 breaks, the additional main segment cannot be as main segment in a k breaks broad cycle which already exists, i.e., if so, this cut and insert is not a useful cut and insert.
If we can do a useful cut and insert on a main segment's broad cycle C to get a new broad cycle, we say that this broad cycle C has a useful cut and insert for this new broad cycle. Let this new broad cycle's main segment be P, we say that this broad cycle C has a useful cut and insert for this main segment P and we call C a useful broad cycle. A broad cycle may have more than one useful cut and insert as well as to get more than one new broad cycle, but each time we get one.
If one "cut and insert" breaks the "core consecutive pair" or the main segment, this does not matter, because we may get another main segment's new broad cycle.
Then, our algorithm includes some steps. We call each cut and insert a step and call each useful cut and insert "a useful step". Because we may need to try a lot of cut and inserts on many broad cycles, and try to get one useful cut and insert on one broad cycle, we call the process (all these cut and inserts) to try to get a useful cut and insert a big step (later we will prove that at each big step we always can get a useful cut and insert). At each useful step, we do a useful cut and insert on a main segment's (say main segment r) broad cycle to get a main segment's (say main segment g) new broad cycle and this new broad cycle has less break consecutive pairs than g's old one (if exists). These two main segments are different. Then we use the new broad cycle to replace the g's old one (i.e., to delete the g's old broad cycle if it exists). Do the process continually until we get a Hamilton cycle.
We can see that our technique contains all advantages of the rotation-extension technique and the rotation-extension is only one special case of ours. So, we call ours the "enlarged rotation-extension" technique. We will give the precise algorithm later.
We will prove that: at each big step, if there is at least one Hamilton cycle in this graph and we have not got one yet, we always can have a useful cut and insert to get a main segment's new broad cycle, until we get a Hamilton cycle at last.
Our algorithm supposes that the graph contains at least one Hamilton cycle, if so, we can get one in polynomial time; if not, our algorithm fails in polynomial time, then we give the result "No". Now, we describe the algorithm concisely as following:
Algorithm FindHCycle:
1, At first, we produce a empty broad cycle set. Then we construct any one main segment's one broad cycle (arbitrary) with k (k>=1) breaks (if k=0, that is enough) and add it to the broad cycle set. It is the first member of the broad cycle set. For each broad cycle in the broad cycle set, assign a key variable to it, the key variable's initial value is 0. 2, in the broad cycle set, if no broad cycle has key variable of 0, return the message "no Hamilton cycle in this graph", end the algorithm. Choose one main segment's (say main segment r) broad cycle whose key variable value is 0 in this broad cycle set, try to do a useful cut and insert on it to get another one main segment's (another one main segment, say main segment g) new broad cycle and this new broad cycle must have less break consecutive pairs than g's old one or there is no broad cycle of the main segment g. These two main segments are different. If success, add the new broad cycle to the broad cycle set and delete the g's old broad cycle from the broad cycle set if it exists. Set the new broad cycle's key variable to 0. If fail, set the main segment r's broad cycle's key variable to 1. We call each useful cut and insert "a useful step". Please note that when we choose a broad cycle to do a cut and insert, we use the depth-first rule. So we can get a broad cycle tree. The first broad cycle of the broad cycle set is the root of this tree. If a main segment's new broad cycle is produced, its old broad cycle with more breaks as a node in the tree die. If after a useful cut and insert we get a broad cycle which does not have new-produced breaks (new-produced main segment), we choose such main segment which contains the latest produced break in the new broad cycle or choose any one if without such a break.
3, if we have not got a Hamilton cycle, go to 2. If we have got a Hamilton cycle, store it and end the algorithm.
Please note that in this algorithm, for a main segment, we construct a broad cycle which contains this main segment. Except the four vertices of the main segment, the positions of other n-4 vertices are arbitrary. We do not need to generate all the permutations of the n vertices, but only need to prove that at each big step we can have a useful cut and insert which can get a new broad cycle until a Hamilton cycle is got. So, at first, each broad cycle may contain many breaks. We only let these breaks become less and less by useful cut and inserts on the broad cycles of the broad cycle set (updated continually).
Time Complexity: at each big step, for one broad cycle, when we cut a segment, try to insert it between two consecutive vertices at any place of the rest part of this broad cycle, there are O(n) different points to be inserted. For each broad cycle, there are O(1) key segments. The extension on the key segment S needs O(n) time. After this, we need to compare to decide if the result is a main segment's new broad cycle which contains less break consecutive pairs than its old one. 
IV. Proof
For convenience, we only prove this algorithm for un-directed graphs with degree 3, because this is also an NP complete problem [21] .
Our algorithm supposes that the graph contains at least one Hamilton cycle, if so, we can get one in polynomial time; if not, our algorithm fails in polynomial time (O(n 5 ) as stated above), then we give the result "No".
Firstly, we show different useful cut and inserts. After a useful cut and insert on a broad cycle 1, we get a new broad cycle 2. We call an edge which is in broad cycle 2 but not in broad cycle 1 a "coming edge" of this useful cut and insert, and an edge which is in broad cycle 1 but not in broad cycle 2 a "gone edge" of this useful cut and insert. We call a consecutive pair which are in broad cycle 2 but which are not consecutive in broad cycle 1 a "coming consecutive pair" of this useful cut and insert, and a consecutive pair which are in broad cycle 1 but are not consecutive in broad cycle 2 a "gone consecutive pair" of this useful cut and insert. Also we call the main segment of broad cycle 1 the gone main segment of this useful cut and insert.
We mainly have the following kinds of useful cut and inserts (we may do an extension on the key segment before inserting it. This does not affect the following content):
Kind 1: ab, bc, cd, de, xy are good edges, cx, bu, dv are bad edges, a broad cycle's main segment is ab*de (or ab*xy, or ub*dv). This time, because the vertex degree is 3, vertex c must be a break side vertex and we always can cut the vertex c, insert it between vertex b and d (or x), then we can get a new broad cycle with less breaks and it must be some main segments' new broad cycles, especially the main segment yx*zw (or ab*zw, ed*zw, vd*zw, ub*zw), zw are any other two adjacent vertices. We only choose one main segment. We choose such main segment which contains the latest produced break in the new broad cycle. Please note that in fact the key segment is de… or ba….
Kind 2: the broad cycle: abcdefg*hij…, fg*hi is its main segment, ag, bh are edges, this time we can get a new broad cycle with less breaks by a rotation. Or, the broad cycle: axybcdefg*hij…, fg*hi is its main segment, ag, bh, cx are edges, this time we also can get a new broad cycle with less breaks by a useful cut and insert (cut the segment cdefg and insert it between ax).
Kind 3: in kind 2, the first broad cycle may be re-permuted as: ba…fg*hi…, then we still can do a useful cut and insert (do an extension on the key segment before inserting) to get a broad cycle with the same number of breaks. The second broad cycle also can have a useful cut and insert.
Kind 4: A useful broad cycle 1 L is: abcdefghijklmu*vn…., mu*vn is its main segment, jv is an edge. This time we can get a new broad cycle whose main segment is: hi*um by a rotation. The special case of kind 4: one (or more) gone consecutive pair are not adjacent (i.e., a break), then after this useful cut and insert, the new broad cycle has less breaks.
Kind 5: the broad cycle 1 L : abcdefg*hij…klnzopq…uv*w…, fg*hi is its main segment, ah, gz are edges, this time we can get a new broad cycle by cutting and inserting the segment bcdefg between nz Please note the special case that nb is also an edge and the number of breaks minus one after this useful cut and insert. The other special case of kind 5: one (or more) gone consecutive pair are not adjacent (i.e., a break), then after this useful cut and insert, the new broad cycle has less breaks.
Kind 6: the broad cycle: abcdefg*hij…x*yz…, fg*hi is its main segment, cg is an edge, dx is also a edge, this time we can get a new broad cycle by cutting and inserting the segment cdefg (do extension on it) between x*y (that x is adjacent to y does not matter) or other place. The new main segment is ab*hi. Another new produced break construct the additional main segment. If this broad cycle has k+1 breaks, the additional main segment cannot be as main segment in a k breaks broad cycle which already exists, i.e., if so, this cut and insert is not a useful cut and insert.
In the following proof process, for convenience of proof, because we suppose the graph has at least one Hamilton cycle, we choose one Hamilton cycle as the "main goal Hamilton cycle".
Please note: we use the concept "main goal Hamilton cycle" in order to explain the proof well. We can choose any one Hamilton cycle of this graph as the main goal Hamilton cycle. We will explain this clearly later. As this concept is only for the proof, in real computation, we do not know which one is the main goal Hamilton cycle.
We call an edge which is contained in the main goal Hamilton cycle a good edge, otherwise, a bad edge.
Suppose that aijkfebcdghla is the main goal Hamilton cycle and the (k, l)'s one broad cycle be abcdefghijk*la. We call the segment bcd a good part in this broad cycle, they are connected (do not contain breaks) and all their edges are good edges (at its two end sides, de and ba are not good edges). Also al, gh, ijk, fe are good parts. We call each good part's two end vertices (for example vertices b, d) side vertices, call other vertices inner vertices in this part. We also call vertices k, l break side vertices as stated before.
If we change a broad cycle's some vertices' positions and keep the main segment and the number of breaks not change, we say that we re-permute this broad cycle.
When we do a useful cut and insert on broad cycle 1 C to get a new broad cycle 2 C , if we prescribe that after this cut and insert, all the inner vertices in 1 C are still inner vertices in 2 C ( all good edges in 1 C are all still in 2 C ); at least one coming edge in 2 C is a good edge, and at least one such new good edge is incident upon one vertex of 1 C 's core consecutive pair. We call such a useful cut and insert a good useful cut and insert. If 2 C 's main segment's broad cycle with the same or less number of break consecutive pairs already exists, we call this cut and insert a good cut and insert. We always keep the main goal Hamilton cycle. Good edges, bad edges and a good cut and insert depend on the main goal Hamilton cycle.
If we do a good cut and insert on a k breaks broad cycle to get a k+1 breaks broad cycle, it means that we can do an extension on each break side vertex (a key vertex of the extension) of the main segment. This time we prescribe that the good cut and insert must contain one such extension.
Note: when we compute on a graph, we do not know which one is a good useful cut and insert, because we do not know the main goal Hamilton cycle and the good edges. This concept is only for our proof.
We call such kind of main segment xy*uv y*u's one useful main segment or a useful main segment, if xy and uv are good edges. A break consecutive pair has four different useful main segments. Usually after good cut and inserts, the new broad cycle's main segment is a useful main segment.
If we do a good cut and insert on broad cycle 1 to get a broad cycle 2, we say that the broad cycle 1 is the broad cycle 2's father or ancestor, and the broad cycle 2 is the broad cycle 1's son or descendant.
For a broad cycle with k (k>0) breaks L 1 , if we do good cut and inserts step by step on it to get a broad cycle L 2 with k-1 breaks, we call L 2 L 1 's first goal broad cycle. If from L 1 to L 2 , except the break of the main segment, some of other k-1 breaks in L 1 are still in L 2 without change, we call such breaks out-scope breaks of L 1 . Otherwise we call them in-scope breaks of L 1 .
If we do good cut and inserts step by step on L 1 to get a Hamilton cycle, we call it L 1 's final goal broad cycle or final goal Hamilton cycle.
For a broad cycle, if we can do one or more good useful cut and inserts step by step on it to get a Hamilton cycle, we call it a good useful broad cycle.
How to know a broad cycle is a good useful broad cycle and the good cut and insert? They depend on the main goal Hamilton cycle, because whether an edge is a good edge or a bad edge depends the main goal Hamilton cycle. But a broad cycle's final goal Hamilton cycle may be different from the main goal Hamilton cycle and two broad cycles' final goal Hamilton cycles also may be different. These do not have contradiction. We have two different cases: Different case 1: in this case, only the inner vertices in one broad cycle change their positions in another broad cycle and also this utterly does not affect the good cut and inserts. We take an example to explain: suppose the main goal Hamilton is: abjihgfedclmnopa. A broad cycle is: abcdefghij*lmnopa, ij*lm is its main segment. We do a rotation on it to get a Hamilton cycle: abjihgfedclmnopa, it is the broad cycle's goal Hamilton at this permutation. But we can re-permute the broad cycle as: abcdhij*lmnefgopa, we do a good cut and insert ( the same one as on the former broad cycle) on it to get another Hamilton cycle: ajihdclmnefgopa. Different case 2: suppose that the broad cycle ajihefgdcbnopklmqa is the main goal Hamilton cycle, abcdefghijklmnop*qa is a broad cycle of the main segment op*qa. After a good cut and insert we get: abcdefghij*nopklmqa. Then we do another good cut and insert (a rotation) on it to get ajihgfedcbnpopklmqa. This is the broad cycle's final goal Hamilton cycle. Please note that the main goal Hamilton cycle is different from the broad cycle's final goal Hamilton cycle, but we define the good edge, bad edge and good cut and insert still according to the main goal Hamilton cycle.
Please note: in real computation, because we do not know the main goal Hamilton cycle, we may get a Hamilton cycle by a non-good useful cut and insert. This Hamilton cycle may be different from the main goal Hamilton cycle, also different from the goal Hamilton cycles in the above two different cases.
The concept of main goal Hamilton cycle is hard to understand. Now we explain it carefully. 1) At first, we can choose any one Hamilton cycle of this graph as the main goal Hamilton cycle. Later, when we decide good edges, good cut and inserts, or good useful broad cycles, we always keep the same main goal Hamilton cycle. 2) after we have got one or more good useful broad cycles, each good useful broad cycle has its final goal Hamilton cycle. Different good useful broad cycles may have different final goal Hamilton cycles. One main segment's good useful broad cycles with different permutations may have different final goal Hamilton cycles. Also a good useful broad cycle's final goal Hamilton cycle may be different from the main goal Hamilton cycle. For these, there are two different cases as stated above. But for a broad cycle, we define the good edges, bad edges and good cut and insert always according to the main goal Hamilton cycle. All these we can see in the process of our proof.
Next we will prove the above algorithm FindHCycle. Please note that the jobs in the following lemmas are only for the proof, in practical computation for a big graph, we do not need to do these jobs.
Lemma 1:
For a consecutive pair, say a*b, its one main segment has two broad cycles 1 L and 2 L with only one break consecutive pair ( a*b itself), if an inner vertex v in 1 L is a side vertex in 2 L , then v must be adjacent to another inner vertex in 1 L which is a side vertex in 2 L . The two breaks broad cycles also have this property. There are some special cases, but the special cases cannot cause the same main segments to repeat when we do good cut and inserts on these broad cycles.
Proof: firstly, we see three basic special cases for permuting a broad cycle. Special case 1: the main goal Hamilton cycle is: acnpkhifgdebmojla, another Hamilton cycle: acnmbedgfihkpojla, the g*l has two broad cycles: abmojihkpncdefg*la, abmojifedcnpkhg*la. Special case 2: the main goal Hamilton cycle: adcbgfehija, the a*b's two broad cycles: a*bcdefghija, a*bcdehgfija.
Special case 3: the main goal Hamilton cycle: adehibclmnfgqrjkpost, the current broad cycle L 2 is: abcdefghijklmnopqr*st. We can do good useful cut and inserts on it to get: abcdefghijklmn*rqpost, abcdefghi*nmlkjrqpost, abcde*ihgfnmlkjrqpost, a*edcbihgfnmlkjrqpost, ade*cbihgfnmlkjrqpost, adehibc*gfnmlkjrqpost, adehibclmnfg*kjrqpost, adehibclmnfgqrjkpost. We re-permute the broad cycle: adehibc*gfnmlkjrqpost to get adehibc*gfnopqrjklmst. Then we do a good cut and insert on it to get: adehibc*ponfgqrjklmst. Please note the segment opq, it is in one former broad cycle and pq as one gone edge. This time, for the main segment bc*po, po is "old" , but bc is "new" (i.e., the gone edge pq appeared at a former step and the gone edge cd is new), the main segment still cannot repeat (i.e., we may get a broad cycle's main segment, only half of which is the same as a former main segment). We can check all possible such cases, this rule holds.
The special case 1 does not matter, because the two broad cycles have different main segments. For one break broad cycles, considering that each vertex degree is 3 and these two broad cycles have only one break consecutive pair (the core consecutive pair), also, each vertex of the core consecutive pair has a good edge adjacent to a side vertex, a bad edge adjacent to an inner vertex, we can get lemma 1. The two different cases for final goal Hamilton cycles does not affect this. We take three examples to explain this. L : ahgfedcbonmlkjipqrstuvw*xy…. Considering the vertices h, i. Please note that the vertex p is a side vertex in both broad cycles and when we do good cut and inserts (step by step) on 1 L we may get a main segment which contains ip*…(not op*…), but when we do good cut and inserts (step by step) on 2 L we may get a main segment which contains op*… (not ip*…). Now we take an example to explain some special cases for two breaks broad cycles. Example 4: 1 L : ab*cdefghijklmn*opqrst…., ab, cdef, ghij, klmn, opqr, st are good parts. Rf is a good edge and en is a bad edge. 2 L : ab*cdenmlkjihgf*opqrst…., 11 L : ab*cdenmlkjihgfrqpo*st….. Vertex e is an inner vertex in 1 L but a side vertex in 2 L . Please note that the vertex f is a side vertex in both 1 L and 11 L and when we do good cut and inserts (step by step) on 1 L we may get a main segment which contains ef*…(not rf*…), but when we do good cut and inserts (step by step) on 11 L we may get a main segment which contains rf*… (not ef*…). When we do good cut and inserts (step by step) on 11 L we may get a main segment which contains de*…(not fe*…or cd*…). So the special case can not cause the same main segment to appear later.
Lemma 2: Let 1
L be the core consecutive pair a*b's one main segment's one broad cycle with one break consecutive pair (a*b itself). We do one or more good cut and inserts (step by step) on it to get the break consecutive pair c*d's one main segment's one broad cycle 2 L with one break consecutive pair (c*d itself). Suppose that after each good cut and insert, we always get a broad cycle with one break consecutive pair and c*d has another broad cycle 3 L with one break consecutive pair which has the same main segment as 2 L , then, we cannot do one or more good cut and inserts on 3 L to get one a*b's broad cycle 4 L with one break which has the same main segment as 1 L .
Proof:
Because 1 L 's main segment is a useful main segment, then, in 2 L , the vertex a or b is an inner vertex (if the first broad cycle's main segment is not a useful main segment, this does not affect our proof). If we can do one or more good cut and insert on 3 L to get one a*b's broad cycle with one break consecutive pair, vertices a and b must be side vertices in 3 L . According to lemma 1, if vertices a and b are side vertices in 3 L , suppose vertex a is an inner vertex in 2 L , vertex a and one of its neighbors must be adjacent to other inner vertices in 2 L (except the above special case 2), this is a contradiction, because except that each vertex of the core consecutive pair has a good edge adjacent to a side vertex, a bad edge adjacent to an inner vertex, all other side vertices are adjacent to side vertices. The problem is that the core consecutive pair's two vertices must be adjacent to the above inner vertices. For the special case 3, we explained it in lemma 1. For the special case 2 in lemma 1, after a cut and insert on 1 L , vertex a (or b) becomes an inner vertex, then the special case cannot happen, because 2 L and 3 L have the same main segment and so do 1 L and 4 L . For example, k*l's one broad cycle: a…bcdefghijk*la, after a good cut and insert: a…bcdefgkjih*la, then vertex g and vertex k are inner vertices, if we want vertices g and k to be side vertices, because vertex g is adjacent to h, we cannot get that. After another cut and insert: a…bcdhijkgfe*la, vertex d and vertex h are inner vertices. If we want vertex k to be a side vertex, vertices d, h, g, k must be adjacent to inner vertices, but vertex d is adjacent to vertex e. For a special case, we may put ijk into some other two inner vertices x, y. ix, ky are bad edges. This time, we also cannot get one break broad cycle of the main segment jk*la by a good cut and insert. Let us see another example, the broad cycle: a…bcdefghijklmnop*qrst. After a good cut and insert we get:
a…bcdefghponmijkl*qrst, we re-permute it as: a…bponmihgfedcjkl*qrst, bp and cj are bad edges. Though vertex p is a side vertex, we still cannot get a broad cycle of the main segment op*qr by a good cut and insert. When after more good cut and inserts, this is still holds. Please always remember the property of the good cut and insert and the vertex degree of 3 and that when re-permuting the broad cycle 3 L , we must keep the main segment unchanged. We can conclude that for a broad cycle B 1 with one break, whose main segment is M 1 , if we do a good cut and insert on it to get a broad cycle B 2 , whose main segment is M 2 , then do a good cut and insert on B 2 to get a broad cycle B 3 with main segment M 3 , … then get a broad cycle B k with one break whose main segment is M k , any broad cycle with one break from B 2 to B k can be re-permuted, also any broad cycle from B 2 to B k-1 can have one or more than one break, then, we cannot do a good cut and insert on B k to get a one break broad cycle whose main segment is M 1 .
To understand this must thoroughly understand the lemma 1. We take an example to explain. A one break broad cycle 1 L : qrstabcdefghijkl*mn…op…., qrst, abcd, efg, hij, kl are good parts. After a good cut and insert: qrstabcdefglkjih*mn…op…. Then after another good cut and insert we get L 11 : qrstabcdhijklgfe*mn…op…. We re-permute it as 2 L : qrbatslkjicdhgfe*mn…op…, its main segment is fe*mn. Then we do some good cut and inserts (step by step) on 2 L to get 3 L with one break. Now we explain that we cannot do a good cut and insert on 3 L to get a one break broad cycle L 4 of the main segment kl*mn.
We suppose the vertices kl are not in the main segment of L 3 . In L 4 , the vertex e must be an inner vertex, L 4 must contain the segments: fgh, cdh, then jic and tsrq (if not, one of these vertices must be a break side vertex, a contradiction, please note the property of a good cut and insert), then, vertex b must be a break side vertex and this is a contradiction.
Please note that the number of breaks of the intermediate broad cycles and the number of steps of good cut and inserts do not affect our proof, the only necessary thing is doing good cut and inserts. Also re-permuting the intermediate broad cycles (with one break) does not matter. We take an example to explain this.
A one break broad cycle: abcdefghijklmnopqrst*uvw…, tl, pd, me, and hq are good edges; bk, jc, rg, tn are bad edges. After a good cut and insert: abcdfghijkltsrqponm*uvw…, we re-permute it: abkltsrgfedcjihqponm*uvw…. Then after a good cut and insert: abkltsrgfemnopdcjihq*uvw…, we re-permute it: abklmefgrstnopdcjihq*uvw…. We want to show that from this broad cycle, we can not get a broad cycle whose main segment is st*uv by some good cut and inserts. If we can get such a broad cycle, vertex q must be an inner vertex, this broad cycle must contain the segment onme, then, vertex l must be a break side vertex, a contradiction. Why re-permuting the intermediate broad cycles of one break does not matter? Because for the same main segment with one break, all the re-permuted vertices except some vertices which do not matter must recover to their original positions in order to let vertex t be a side vertex and in order to keep one break (the break side vertex in the main segment which must be a inner vertex after a good cut and insert).
Corollary 2.1: for a one break broad cycle of a useful main segment, after some steps of good cut and inserts (at each step we get a main segment's broad cycle which may have more than one break), we get a one break broad cycle (say 1 N ) and 1 N 's main segment's broad cycle with one break already exists (say 2 N ) (note that this time its final goal Hamilton cycle may change as in the two different cases for goal Hamilton cycles), after some steps of good cut and inserts on 2 N (at each step we get a main segment's broad cycle which may have more than one break), we get a one break broad cycle (say 3 N ) and 3 N 's main segment's broad cycle with one break already exists (say 4 N ), …, and so on, all the way down, every good cut and insert step's main segment of one break broad cycle cannot repeat.
From the proof of lemma 2, we can get this corollary 2.1. Corollary 2.2: for a k breaks broad cycle of a main segment, after some steps of good cut and inserts (at each step we get a main segment's broad cycle which may have more than k breaks), we get a k breaks broad cycle (say 1 N ) and 1 N 's main segment's broad cycle with k breaks already exists (say 2 N ) (note that this time its final goal Hamilton cycle may change as in the two different cases for goal Hamilton cycles), after some steps of good cut and inserts on 2 N (at each step we get a main segment's broad cycle which may have more than k breaks), we get a k breaks broad cycle (say 3 N ) and 3 N 's main segment's broad cycle with k breaks already exists (say 4 N ), …, and so on, all the way down, every good cut and insert step's main segment of k breaks broad cycle cannot repeat.
Proof: From any one broad cycle with k (k>0) breaks L 2 , we do good cut and inserts on it to get its first goal broad cycle with k-1 breaks. We have three cases: Case 1: each step, we get a broad cycle with k breaks until the first goal broad cycle is got. All other k-1 breaks do not change.
Case 2: at one (or more) step, we get a k+1 (or more) breaks broad cycle. But keep the other k-1 breaks still as out-scope breaks.
Case 3: at one (or more) step, we re-permute the broad cycle, make the out-scope breaks become less and the in-scope breaks become more.
For case 1 and case 2, according to lemma 2 and corollary 2.1, each step's main segments can not repeat.
We take an example to explain the k+1 breaks broad cycle and the in-scope breaks. A broad cycle L 1 is: abcdefghijklmnopqr*st…, qr*st is its main segment. We we can do good cut and inserts on it step by step to get broad cycles: abcdefghijklmno*rqpst.., abcdefghijkl*onmrqpst…, abcdefghi*lkjonmrqpst…, abcdef*ihglkjonmrqpst…, abcfedihglkjonmrqpst…. Now we add a good part of two vertices xy between cd, delete edges cd, jo, and add edges jx, yo, cy, xd. We can get broad cycles by good cut and inserts: abc*lkjihgfedxyonmrqpst, abc*fed*ihglkjxyonmrqpst (L 2 ), bc*fe is the main segment and d*i is an in-scope break. Please note that all the former steps' main segments are inner vertices in L 2 and they are adjacent to inner vertices. The break i*d does not affect this because vertices i, d are not adjacent to the former main segments, i.e., no matter how we re-permute L 2 and change the in-scope break but still as in-scope break, at the later steps' good cut and inserts, the former main segments do not repeat as main segments. We can recursively think this process Please note that if L 1 has other breaks, but when we do good cut and inserts to get a broad cycle with one less breaks, other breaks still do not change, i.e., other breaks do not affect the good cut and inserts. Also see the special case 3 in lemma 1. Please note that for the same reason the additional main segment also has the "not-repeating" property. So if another break d*i is a out-scope break, this does not matter, even if when we do the "extension and inserting" some good edges being deleted (because this is only one "bad cut and insert").
For case 3, because all the vertices of former main segments are adjacent to inner vertices, when we re-permute the broad cycle, this case is like the above special case 3 in lemma 1. Please note that the same case cannot appear again later to make this main segment repeat. If in-scope breaks become more and if one gone consecutive pair is a break, we may get a broad cycle with the same main segment as a former step's, but with one less breaks. So for this case the main segments still cannot repeat.
In a word, from the lemma 1 and lemma2, we can know that for a broad cycle B 1 , ab*uv is its main segment, ab, bc are good edges, and bd is a bad edge. After several good cut and inserts (step by step) on B 1 , we get a broad cycle B 2 with the same number of breaks as B 1 . In B 2 , vertex b is an inner vertex. We re-permute B 2 to B 3 with the same main segment and the same number of breaks to make vertex b be a side vertex in B 3 . We cannot get a broad cycle of the main segment ab*uv with the same breaks by good cut and inserts on B 3 . For the same logic, when continually do this process, it still holds.
Please note that for a one break broad cycle, if each vertex degree is 3, the opportunity to re-permute a broad cycle is very limited. This is the foundation logic of lemma 2 and its corollary. The lemma 2 and its corollary are the key of the whole proof and can basically decide the correctness of the way of the algorithm. Lemma 3: if the graph has at least one Hamilton cycle, at any time of the algorithm, we always have a good useful broad cycle, until a Hamilton cycle is got.
At the start of the algorithm, we can construct any one main segment's one broad cycle L 1 , apparently it must be a good useful broad cycle. From L 1 to its final goal Hamilton cycle by good useful cut and inserts, we call it a good way. There are more than one such ways and we choose one. At any step of this way, we get a broad cycle. We will prove: if this broad cycle already exists with the same main segment and the same number of breaks, it (or its one descendant) must be a good useful broad cycle; if there are more than one such broad cycles already exist, the broad cycle with the main segment of the lowest or the latest descendant (or its one descendant) must be a good useful broad cycle. Also, if a broad cycle with the additional main segment as main segment and with one less breaks already exists, it (or its one descendant) must be a good useful broad cycle.
From any one broad cycle with k (k>0) breaks L 1 , we do good cut and inserts on it to get its first goal broad cycle with k-1 breaks. In the mean time, we may get broad cycles with k+1 (or more) breaks at some steps. According to the lemma 2 and corollary 2.1, 2.2, all the main segments of k breaks broad cycle cannot repeat.
The problem is the broad cycles with more than k breaks and the good cut and inserts which do not produce new breaks.
For these broad cycles, there are two kinds of dead-lock problems. We take three examples to explain it.
Example 1: A broad cycle L 1 of main segment 1 with one break. We do good cut and inserts step by step on L 1 to get a broad cycle L 11 with two breaks. We re-permute L 11 to L 3 which contains L 1 's main segment (L 3 's another break is the same as the break of L 1 's main segment and it is a out-scope break, or L 3 already exists). We do good cut and inserts on L 3 to get L 1 .
Example 2: A broad cycle L 1 of main segment 1 with one break. A broad cycle L 2 of main segment 2 with one break. We do good cut and inserts step by step on L 1 to get a broad cycle L 11 with two breaks. We do good cut and inserts step by step on L 2 to get a broad cycle L 22 with two breaks. We re-permute L 11 to L 3 which contains L 2 's main segment (L 3 's another break is the same as the break of L 2 's main segment and it is a out-scope break, or L 3 already exists). We re-permute L 22 to L 4 which contains L 1 's main segment (or L 4 already exists). We do good cut and inserts on L 3 to get L 2 . We do good cut and inserts on L 4 to get L 1 .
Example 3: A broad cycle L 1 of main segment 1 with one break. We do good cut and inserts step by step on L 1 to get a broad cycle L 11 with three breaks. The other two breaks are in-scope breaks of L 1 . We re-permute L 11 to L 3 whose two other breaks are out-scope breaks of L 3 . L 3 already exists and we have done good cut and inserts on L 3 to get a broad cycle with two breaks (we choose one break as the core consecutive pair of a main segment).
The former two are dead-locks. For the example 1, please note that according to the depth-first rule and for each useful cut and insert we only get one new broad cycle with one main segment, no matter we first get which one broad cycle, the dead-lock cannot happen.
For the example 2, please note that according to the depth-first rule, L 1 cannot be a descendant of L 2 and vice versa. So the dead-lock cannot happen.
For the example 3, if this is a dead-lock, like the above two cases, it cannot happen. If this is not a dead-lock, according to lemma 2 and its corollaries, also considering the property of additional main segment, there is no problem.
Please note: for above dead-lock problems, if there are other out-scope breaks, they do not affect our proof.
So from a broad cycle to its first goal broad cycle by good cut and inserts, each step's main segments with the same number of breaks cannot repeat (see the corollary 2.1, 2.2 to know what the "main segments cannot repeat" means. It means that at first when we only have the first one broad cycle, it of course is a good useful broad cycle. If we directly do good useful cut and inserts on it step by step to get a broad cycle L 1 , L 1 is a good useful broad cycle. But because we do not know which is a good cut and insert in real computation, if we first get a broad cycle L 2 in another way, which has the same main segment and the same number of breaks as L 1 (may with different permutation), L 2 still is a good useful broad cycle. If we do good cut and inserts on L 2 , the main segments cannot repeat.). From this and that the dead lock problem cannot happen, we immediately get lemma 3.
So, we have proved that the lemma 3 holds for any graphs with degree 3. By the lemma 3, we always have a good useful broad cycle until a Hamilton cycle is got. Because we always can have a useful cut and insert to get a new broad cycle, at last, we can get a Hamilton cycle.
So we have proved that for any graph whose vertex degree is three with any vertices, we always can get a Hamilton cycle if it contains. We have the next theorem: Theorem 1: the above algorithm FindHCycle can solve the Hamilton cycle problem in polynomial time for any undirected graphs with vertex degree of 3. As this is an NPC, we conclude that P NP  .
V. Experiment Data
This algorithm works very well for all kinds of undirected graphs. A program on this algorithm has been tested over a hundred million times for graphs whose vertex number is between 100 to 10000, also, these are sparse graphs, randomly produced, no failures. More precisely, a random graph G = (V, E) in this problem is defined by n vertices and the following set of edges: (i) The n edges forming a specific Hamilton cycle. We randomly produce these n edges in the way like to shuffle a pack of n cards. (ii) The edges obtained by choosing each pair of distinct vertices {i, j}  V to be an edge with probability p, independently for all pairs. We control the graphs by changing the p and different pairs may be with different p.
The data is shown as Also, we get the test data from the famous web site, the famous standard test bed on http://comopt.ifi.uni-heidelberg.de/software/TSPLIB95/. On this web, there are 9 files for Hamilton cycles. The program of our algorithm can calculate all the 9 files, very easy, very fast. The calculating time for each is just like the time in the above table 1. For each file, we can quickly get a Hamilton cycle which is different from the web owner's, because each graph has more than one Hamilton cycle.
VI. Remarks
The P versus NP is a great problem. This paper is a hard job and now we give some remarks on it. For one main segment, we construct a broad cycle which contains this main segment. Except the four vertices of the main segment, the positions of other n-4 vertices are arbitrary. We do not need to get all the permutations of the n vertices, but only need to prove that at each big step we can get a useful cut and insert to make a main segment's breaks become less until a Hamilton cycle is got. So, at first, each broad cycle may contain many breaks. We only let these breaks become less and less by useful cut and inserts on the broad cycles of the broad cycle set (updated continually). But why do we need the four vertices of a main segment? Because when we keep a main segment, we can get the lemma 1 and the corollary 2.1, 2.2 and then the lemma 3.
How to understand this proof? First to understand a useful cut and insert: after such a cut and insert we can get a main segment's new broad cycle which contains this main segment and has less breaks than this main segment's old broad cycle or there is no broad cycle of this main segment before. Also to understand clearly the main goal Hamilton cycle and why we can choose any one Hamilton cycle as the main goal Hamilton cycle and then always keep it, see the explanation for it above.
Please note that for a one break broad cycle, if the vertex degree is 3, the opportunity to re-permute a broad cycle is limited. This is the foundation logic of lemma1, lemma 2 and its corollaries. The lemma 1, lemma 2 and its corollaries are the foundation of the whole proof and can basically determine the correctness of the way of the algorithm.
Lemma 2 and its corollaries are the core. The lemma 1, 2 and the corollary 2.1, 2.2 determine lemma 3. The key is to understand that the main segments cannot repeat as stated above. It is everything and all of the proof. It is hard to understand. We have to understand the main segment of 4 consecutive vertices; to understand the degree 3; to understand the in-scope breaks and the out-scope breaks; to understand that if there are no in-scope breaks it is easy to understand and if there are in-scope breaks, roughly it is easier to get a broad cycle with less breaks; to understand in-scope breaks recursively; to understand the special case 3 in lemma 1; to understand the dead-lock problems.
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